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SGP 4th March 2021 
 

 

Minutes of Meeting of the Strategic Growth Partnership held remotely on 
Thursday 4th March 2021 at 10.00am. 

Members in Attendance 

Councillor Brian Tierney (Co-Chair) Mayor 

Gavin Killeen (Co-Chair) Education & Skills ODP 

Pauline Campbell (Co-Chair) Department of Communities 

Kenny McFarland (Co-Chair) LGP – Faughan  

  

Jim Roddy City Centre Initiative 

Liz Loughran Department for Infrastructure 

Sorcha Hassay Department of Communities 

Deirdre Hasson Education Authority 

Des Gartland Invest NI 

Trisha Ward Libraries NI 

Dawn McLaughlin Londonderry Chamber of Commerce 

Louise Clarke NIHE 

Leo Murphy North West Regional College 

Roisin McLaughlin Northwest Community Network 

Fiona Teague PHA 

John News Sport NI 

Martin Graham Tourism NI 

Malachy O’Neill  Ulster University  

Jim McColgan LAG 

Paddy McEldowney LGP – Sperrin  

Aodhán Harkin LGP – Strabane Town Centre 

Linda Watson LGP – Waterside  

Gary Middleton MLA – DUP 

Martina Anderson MLA – Sinn Fein 

Councillor Sandra Duffy DCSDC – SF 

Councillor Paul Gallagher DCSDC – IND 
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Alderman David Ramsey DCSDC – DUP 

  

John Kelpie DCSDC 

Karen Philips DCSDC 

Karen McFarland DCSDC 

Rachel Craig DCSDC 

Colm Doherty DCSDC 

Joanne McCarroll DCSDC 

  

Presenting Officers in attendance:  

Oonagh McGillion DCSDC 

Colin Kennedy DCSDC 

Alan Haire DCSDC 

 
 

1. Welcome and Introductions  
 
Co-Chair, Mayor Tierney opened the meeting and welcomed members. 
 
 

2. Apologies  
 
Martin Connolly LGP - Ballyarnett  

Paul Clancy Londonderry Chamber of Commerce 

Mark H Durkan MLA 

Gerry Quinn LGP - Moor 

Colum Eastwood MP 

Teresa Molloy  WHSCT 

 
 

3. Declarations of interest  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 
 

4. Minutes of the meeting of 22 October 2020  
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The minutes of the SGP meeting held on 22nd October 2020 were agreed as an 
accurate record with no matters arising. 
 
 
 

5. Update on City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund 
 
DCSDC CE, Mr John Kelpie provided a verbal update on the progress on the City 
Deal and Inclusive Future Fund.  He began by thanking all partners for their 
involvement in last week’s successful Ministerial Heads of Terms Agreement event.  
This marked a key milestone in the process and the CE acknowledged the high 
profile nature of the event highlighting the participation of the First and Deputy First 
Ministers, Finance Minister and Secretary of State, and additional contributions and 
messages of support from the Economy Minister and Infrastructure Minister, as well 
as City Deal partners Ulster University, Western Health and Social Care Trust, North 
West Regional College, C-TRIC and wider City Deal stakeholders.  
 
The CE once again outlined how the City Deal funding will be transformational for 
the City and region. He explained that the total funding package of £250m 
represents the single largest-ever Government investment in the region and will 
provide opportunities to take forward a number of key innovation projects focusing 
on health, medicine, artificial intelligence and robotics and technology.   
 
He pointed out that the suite of projects/initiatives detailed within the City Deal 
emanate from the Strategic Growth Plan and when delivered will help to achieve the 
target of 15,000 new jobs by 2032 as detailed within the Plan. 
 
Mr Kelpie explained that the next stage of the process will be to agree the 
governance and accountability arrangements and the establishment of Programme 
Management teams and structures.   
 
Mr Kelpie directed members to the “City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund – Delivering 
Inclusive and Sustainable Growth for the Derry~Londonderry & Strabane City 
Region” document circulated previously and on the Councils website. 
 
Mr Kelpie thanked the Co-Chairs. 
 
The Chair of the Strabane Local Growth Partnership thanked Mr Kelpie on behalf of 
the Strabane Community. He said the Strabane element of the City Deal will be 
transformational to the town. 
 
The Mayor said he wanted to pay tribute to Mr Kelpie and his Council team, in 
getting the City Deal to where it is. He pointed out that the benefit will be seen further 
afield, not just within Derry and Strabane. 
 
Mr O’Neill, UU confirmed that work is progressing on the Medical School and 
thanked Mr Kelpie and his team for his leadership throughout the process. 
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Ms Anderson, MLA acknowledge the sterling work done by Council in getting the 
deal to this stage.  She welcomed the continued focus on the skills agenda and 
stressed the need for educational partners and CVS sector to ensure people are 
skilled for the future labour market.   
 
Alderman Ramsay welcomed the City Deal progress thanking all involved in getting 
to this point. 
 
Mr Murphy, NWRC thanked the CE and Council Team.  He also stressed the 
importance of the skills agenda in addressing the needs of the future labour market 
and encouraged all partners to support the development of the outline business case 
to ensure it is robust as possible. 
 
Co-Chair, Mr Killeen on behalf of the Partnership thanked Mr Kelpie and his team in 
council for getting the City Deal to this point.  He commented that a significant 
amount of work has been put in and there is a responsibility on all partners to ensure 
that the opportunities presented from the City Deal are for all members of society 
across the City and region.   
 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
Recommended To endorse the update provide and the ongoing progress 

towards securing a City Deal. 
 
 

6. Programme Management Update 
 
Co-Chair Mayor Tierney introduced the DCSDC Strategic Business Manager to 
provide an update. 
 
Ms Craig advised members that the purpose of the report was to update the 
partnership on progress in the implementation of the Strategic Growth Plan. 
  
Population Indicator data update  
 
In summary the report details that of the 54 population indicators the majority (33) 
are showing a positive upward change from the baseline data recorded at the 
beginning of the plan in 2017; 14 indicators are showing a negative change, whilst 7 
show no change. 
 
Strategic Growth Plan Actions Progress Report  
 
Mrs Craig expressed thanks to all Partners for assisting in the completion of the 
progress update returns. 
 
The Plan currently details 235 actions and sub actions, of these 75% are reported as 
being on track to be delivered as planned, 11% are complete and 11% are reported 
as progressing at a slower rate than planned.   
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DfC Correspondence on Review of Community Plans 
 
Mrs Craig advised that the Department of Communities has issued correspondence 
acknowledging that community planning partnerships have, as part of the COVID-19 
pandemic response considered the operational delivery of community plans and as 
such have meet legislative requirement to confirm that a review of the community 
plan has been conducted by November 2021.   
 
She explained that the correspondence goes on to suggest that there is still an 
expectation that a more “formal Review” of Community Plans still be carried out 
before April 2022 in line with the new multi-year Programme for Government.  Ms 
Craig advised members that in light of this updated guidance the previously 
approved Strategic Growth Plan review schedule would be amended to align with the 
revised timeline.   
 
Programme for Government Consultation 
 
Mrs Craig advised that a draft Outcomes Framework was launched by the Executive 
on the 25th January with draft responses to the consultation invited up to 22 March.  
 
She added that a draft response to the consultation has been prepared for Members 
consideration.  Members are invited to provide any feedback and/or input for 
inclusion in advance of the 22 March deadline.   
 
Subsequently the Partnership,  
 
Recommended To endorse the Progress Report, Population Indicator 

Update and draft consultation response on the 
Programme for Government draft Outcomes Framework; 
and note the departmental guidance on the Review of 
Community Plans. 

 
 
 
Cross Cutting Themes 
 
Rural Issues 
 
DCSDC Director of Legacy, Ms Oonagh McGillion presented the above report, a 
copy of which was previously circulated to Members. The purpose of this report was 
to outline to Members the proposal to establish a Rural Issues Group and to seek 
approval for this group to be formed under the Strategic Growth Partnership as a 
cross cutting group focussing on rural issues.   

 
Ms McGillion added that the Rural Issues group will meet formally at least three 
times per year, plus up to three times to host rural symposiums.  It will provide 
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updates to the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership and as appropriate issues will 
be escalated to the relevant bodies with responsibility for these issues.  It is 
proposed that group would be co-chaired by one elected member and one non-
elected member. 
 
Mr McColgan welcomed the establishment of the Rural Issues group and highlighted 
the capacity and resource issues experienced by rural groups.   
 
Co-Chair Mr McFarland also welcomed the establishment of the Rural Issues group, 
agreeing that there is inequality around support and infrastructure within rural 
communities.   
 
Mr Kelpie acknowledged the resourcing issues affecting local rural growth 
partnerships and welcomed the opportunity to explore options together with other 
Partners on how these issues could be addressed.  
 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
Recommended Approved the establishment and governance 

arrangements of the Rural Issues Group.  
 
 

(a) Anti-poverty 
 
Ms McGillion presented the above report, a copy of which was previously circulated 
to Members.  The purpose of this report was to update Members on the current 
activities undertaken by Derry City and Strabane District Council in relation to anti-
poverty. 
 
Ms McGillion updated members on the recent Council motion in relation to the 
establishment of an Anti-Poverty Working Group, development of an Anti-Poverty 
action plan and the creation of a hardship fund in addressing inequalities, social 
deprivation and poverty where it exists across our Council area. 
 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
Recommended Endorse the establishment of an Anti-Poverty Working 

Group, Anti-Poverty action plan and creation of a 
hardship fund. 

 
 
 

7 (c) Sustainable Food 
 
DCSDC Natural Environment Regeneration Manager, Mr Colin Kennedy presented 
the above report, a copy of which was previously circulated to Members. The 
purpose of this presentation was to outline 4 sustainable food projects and explain 
their interconnectivity and their importance in the current climate/environment.  
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• Acorn Farm – Geodesic Dome Farm in St Columb’s Park  
• Sustainable Food Places Network 
• Acorn Farm – UK Climate Action Fund 
• Growing Food and Growing Communities 

 
 
Following the presentation Co-Chair Mr Killeen thanked Mr Kennedy. 
 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
Recommended Endorse the 4 sustainable food projects as outlined. 

 
 
 

(b)  Age Friendly  
 
Mr Haire, DSDC presented the above report, a copy of which was previously 
circulated to Members.  The purpose of this report was to provide members with an 
update on the progress of the Age Friendly initiative in the Derry City & Strabane 
District Council area. 
 
Mr Haire briefed members on work currently ongoing in the design and development 
of an Age Friendly Strategy and Action Plan for the Council area using a co-design 
approach.   
 
He explained that a baseline survey aimed at establishing how older people feel 
about various issues that can impact on their quality of life has been launched and 
will inform the development of the Age Friendly Strategy and Action Plan.  Work is 
also ongoing in partnership with the CVS sector to establish an Older People’s 
Network which act as a representative voice for older people.   
   
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
Recommended Partners commit to engaging, participating, supporting 

and resourcing both the design and development of an 
Age Friendly Strategy and Action Plan for the Council 
area using a co-design approach and the implementation 
of this. 

 
 

8.   Ideas Fund Programme. 
 

North West Community Network Manager, Ms McLaughlin, presented the above 
paper, a copy of which had previously been circulated to Members.  Ms McLaughlin 
thanked Members for the opportunity to provide an update on the British Science 
Associations ‘Ideas Fund’.  She explained that the Ideas Fund is a grants 
programme which enables groups to develop and try out new ideas that address 
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problems related to mental wellbeing.  There are two levels of funding available: 
grants of up to £18,000 to help develop ideas that are at a very early stage; and 
grants in the region of £90,000 to support, adapt and expand ideas that have already 
been developed and tested. The fund will run from January 2021 to October 2023. 
 
Following the presentation Co-Chair Mayor Tierney thanked Ms McLaughlin.   
 
Mr Kelpie asked if Ms McLaughlin could update members at the next meeting on 
how the project is progressing. 
 
Subsequently the Partnership, 
 
 
Recommended Endorse the Ideas Fund as an opportunity to support 

mental well-being work and develop initiatives that relate 
to well-being across DC&SD. 
 

 
9. Carnegie UK Trust Embedding Wellbeing in Northern Ireland 
 
The Strategic Projects Officer presented the above paper, a copy of which had 
previously been circulated to Members. The report updated the Strategic Growth 
Partnership on the Partnership’s participation in the “Embedding Wellbeing in 
Northern Ireland” project. Members noted the content of the report and ongoing 
progress made in the implementation of the project. 
 
10. Building Community Capacity to address Health Inequalities across 

Northern Ireland – PHA Final Report 
 
The Public Health Agency presented a report on stakeholder engagement on 
building community capacity to address health inequalities across Northern 
Ireland. Members noted the content of the report. 

 
 
11. Meeting Schedule 
 
Members noted the next meeting date of the 18th June 2021 online via WebEx. 

 
 

12. AOB 
 
 
There being no further business - the Mayor, Councillor Tierney thanked all 
stakeholders for participating in the meeting which was declared closed at 11.40am. 



AGENDA ITEM 7. 

 

 

 

 

Committee:   Strategic Growth Partnership 
Date:    Friday 18th June 2021 
Agenda Item:  Economic Outlook NI & DCSDC Area 
Officer presenting:  Dr Eoin Magennis, Ulster University Economic Policy Centre 
 

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations  

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide an update to the Strategic Growth 
Partnership on the economic outlook for NI and the DCSDC area.  

1.2 It is recommended that Members receive the presentation and endorse the 
economic outlook for the City and District as outlined by Dr Magennis. 

2 Background 

2.1 The Ulster University Economic Policy Centre, as part of their support programme to 
the Strategic Growth Partnership produce a twice yearly report detailing the 
economic outlook for both NI and the DCSDC area.  

2.2 Ulster University Economic Policy Centre provided an economic forecast on the 
impacts of the implementation of the capital aspirations within the Strategic Growth 
Plan in October 2016. Some of this forecast data was used in the development and 
publication of the Strategic Growth Plan. It was agreed that this forecast data and 
projections would be routinely reviewed and monitored.  



3 Key Issues 

3.1 The forecast will be based on the latest available data including Bank of England 
forecasts, up to, and including 2024 and the use of the NI Local Economic model by 
UUEPC. 

3.2 Given the unprecedented circumstances that have pertained during the COVID 
period it is critical planning begin for what has been termed ‘the new normal’. It is 
intended that the report will provide an outline of the key sectoral challenges in 
addition to commentary on the state of the local labour market. The report will also 
include a brief consideration of past economic performance which provides the 
baseline context for the forecasts.  

3.3 The UUEPC continue to provide both Macro and Micro economic analysis to DCSDC 
on a call-off basis including that relating to the City Deal and Inclusive Future Fund 
and this research underpins the work that will be presented. 

3.4 Dr Eoin Magennis will present to the Partnership on the economic prospects for the 
UK and NI with a particular focus on the DCSDC area. 

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR, Improvement and other Implications 

4.1 None identified. 

5 Recommendations 

5.1 It is recommended that Members endorse the economic forecast as presented by Dr 
Magennis. 
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Committee:            Strategic Growth Partnership 
Date:            Friday 18 June 2021 
Agenda Item:  Strategic Growth Plan – Programme Management Update 
Officer presenting:          Strategic Business Manager 

1.    Purpose of Report/Recommendations  

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the Partnership on the programme 
management of the Strategic Growth Plan and progress on consultation and 
engagement being undertaken as part of the review of the Community Plan.   

1.2 Subject to Members’ views - it is recommended that Members note the ongoing 
progress in the implementation of the Strategic Growth Plan; ongoing Review of 
Community Plans; and, the draft Community Planning Risk Register is attached at 
Appendix I and II. 

 

2. Background 

2.1 Part 10, Section 69 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 outlines a 
statutory duty to undertake a review of the Community Plan. It states “A review 
must be completed … before the fourth anniversary of the date in which the 
community plan was published.“ Moreover, The Statutory Guidance for the 
Operation of Community Planning published in October 2015 states in para 13.4 
“The Council must ensure that, along with its community planning partners it 
monitors performance against the agreed objectives and actions contained in the 
plan. Where agreed actions are not being progressed reasons for this should be 
reviewed with the partners and appropriate action taken to assist progress or amend 
the plan.”  

2.2 In February 2020 the Partnership endorsed an approach to undertake as review of 
the Strategic Growth Plan for the Derry City and Strabane District Council area in 
accordance with Section 10 of the Local Government (Northern Ireland) Act 2014 
and the Operational Guidance in the Delivery of Community Plan. 



2.3 In March 2021 council officers updated the Partnership on correspondence issued 
to the Co-Chairs of the Strategic Growth Partnership from the Department of 
Communities in relation to review of Community Plans.  This correspondence 
acknowledged that community planning partnerships had, as part of the COVID-19 
pandemic response already given consideration to the operational delivery of 
community plans and that this of its self was sufficient to meet legislative 
requirements for Partnerships to confirm that a review of the community plan has 
been conducted.  However, the correspondence went on to state that whilst the 
Strategic Growth Partnership had provided assurance that the existing plan met 
the needs of the local community there was still an expectation that a “formal 
Review” of Community Plans be conducted by April 2022, thereby aligning reviews 
with the new multi-year Programme for Government.   

 

3. Key Issues 

3.1 Review of Strategic Growth Plan  

Officers have now revised the original review approach previously endorsed by the 
partnership so that it aligns with the updated formal review timeframe (April ’22).  
Over the last number of weeks and months individual engagement and 
consultations has taken place with key partners. This engagement has focused on 
3 broad elements of the Strategic Growth Plan and its implementation – the 
governance and partnership structures (such as the outcome delivery 
partnerships); the actions and the use of data (particularly considering 
performance measures).  To date engagements have taken place with a number of 
Statutory and Community Planning partners and will continue over the summer 
months.   

3.2 Alongside this and in cognisance of current public health guidance a number of 
digital/online survey and questionnaires have also been developed to obtain the 
views of wider stakeholders and citizens.  The first of these was launched via 
Survey Monkey on the 16th April and promoted via existing Community Planning 
databases and Council social media platforms.  This in-depth questionnaire 
mirrored the one-to-one engagements and focused on governance, partnership 
structures, actions, and the use of data.  The aim of which was to obtain honest 
feedback on what has worked and what has not worked in the implementation of 
the Strategic Growth Plan to date.   



3.3. Following feedback received a further more streamlined/user friendly survey was 
developed using the Council’s online citizen engagement platform ‘Citizen Space’ 
(www.haveyoursay.derrystrabane.com).  This second survey had a more specific 
focus on the current actions detailed within the Plan and was much quicker and 
easier to complete.  The survey launched on 25 May and remained open for 3 
weeks closing on the 15th June.   

3.4 The responses obtained from both surveys, together with the feedback from one-
to-one engagements will be complied into a Consultation Report and presented at 
the 22 October meeting of the Partnership for member’s feedback.  Following 
member’s input, Phase two will commence in late 2021 and will involve duly 
amending the plan based on the feedback received.  

3.5 The Partnership can therefore expect a revised draft Strategic Growth Plan to be 
presented in February 2021 for approval. 

 

3.4 Risk Register 

 As part of the ongoing Performance Management of the Strategic Growth Plan a 
Community Planning risk register has been developed. This outlines the key risks 
to the implementation of the plan and the controls to mitigate these. The updated 
(May ‘21) risk register is attached at appendix one.   

3.5 The current most significant risks relate to skills deficits and widening health 
inequalities; successful delivery of inclusive growth linked to poverty; and, 
dependency of central government funding for key strategic projects which will 
have the biggest impact on our indicators.   

 

4. Financial, Equality, Legal, HR, Improvement and other Implications 

4.1 There are no direct implications arising from this report. 

5. Recommendations 

5.1 Subject to Members’ views, it is recommended that members note the ongoing 
progress in relation to the review of the Strategic Growth Plan and the Community 
Planning Risk Register attached at Appendix I and II for information.  

http://www.haveyoursay.derrystrabane.com/


RISK REGISTER REPORT
Entity: Strategic Growth Plan (including children), Risk Assessment open, Current Risk version, Risk is open

Service Area Risk Description Potential 
Causes

Potential 
Impacts

Inherent 
Likelihood

Inherent 
Impact

Total 
Inherent 

Risk Score
Current Controls Residual 

Likelihood
Residual 
Impact

Total 
Residual 

Risk Score

Rachelle Craig (Strategic Business Manager) Items in Group: 6

Strategic Growth 
Plan

Skills deficit and health 
inequalities are not 
addressed and negatively 
impact on growth 
ambition.  FDI cannot 
source enough level 4+

Failure of 
planned 
interventions to 
raise skills 
profile of the 
population; 
Evidence of 
widening health 
inequalities

Social and 
economic 
decline; 
Lack of 
FDI; 
DCSDC is 
unable to 
fully benefit 
from 
opportunitie
s that FDI 
provides

3 5 15 Skills actions currently 
being implemented.

Working towards 
UNESCO Learning City 
Status and Co-Ordinator 
appointed

City Deal announcement 
has skills element 
therein.

Ongoing work with 
Health Outcome Delivery 
Partnership

Education and Skills 
outcome delivery 
partnership is meeting 
and action plans in place 
to address skills base of 
the population

Local Labour Market 
Partnership being 
established

3 4 12

20/05/2021 12:25:45
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Service Area Risk Description Potential 
Causes

Potential 
Impacts

Inherent 
Likelihood

Inherent 
Impact

Total 
Inherent 

Risk Score
Current Controls Residual 

Likelihood
Residual 
Impact

Total 
Residual 

Risk Score
Strategic Growth 
Plan

Challenges for delivering 
inclusive growth.  Inability 
of plan to deliver on social 
inclusion, mobility and 
reduce health inequalities

Increase in real 
and absolute 
poverty; 
Community 
involvement is 
weak in 
delivery of plan.  
Upskilling 
opportunities 
are not taken. 
Universal 
Credit impacts; 
Impact of Covid
-19

Residents 
fail to 
benefit fully 
from social 
and 
economic 
improveme
nt

4 5 20 First Statement of 
Progress published in 
Nov 19 tracking progress 
re: raising standards and 
quality of life

Equality Impact 
Assessment completed 
and Equality and 
Scrutiny Group meeting 
every 6 months

Local Community 
Planning process and 
plans developed

Ongoing work with Skills 
and Health Outcome 
Delivery Partnerships

Anti-Poverty and Rural 
Needs Group established

3 4 12

Strategic Growth 
Plan

Lack of or inadequate 
central government 
funding for key catalyst 
projects such as the 
University expansion and 
Roads Infrastructure 
particularly A5

Central 
government 
funds not 
available; Lack 
of support; Key 
projects not 
agreed and 
prioritised;

Economic 
and social 
decline; 
Jobs 
growth 
figures, 
projects 
and level of 
capital 
investment 
in the plan 
not 
delivered.  
Public 
criticism of 
the lack of 
delivery.  

4 5 20 City Deal Inclusive 
Future Fund confirmed 
May 2020

NI Executive support for 
Graduate Entry Medical 
School

UUEPC Sensitivity 
Analysis outlines critical 
nature of these projects

Shared Ireland Unit 
funds allocated to A5

Ongoing lobbying and 
consultation responses 
into draft PFG

2 5 10

20/05/2021 12:25:45
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Service Area Risk Description Potential 
Causes

Potential 
Impacts

Inherent 
Likelihood

Inherent 
Impact

Total 
Inherent 

Risk Score
Current Controls Residual 

Likelihood
Residual 
Impact

Total 
Residual 

Risk Score
Strategic Growth 
Plan

Statutory and other key 
stakeholders do not 
engage in delivery of 
Community Plan

Lack of 
communication; 
Lack of 
ownership and 
buy-in to the 
process; 
Resourcing 
issues

Piecemeal 
delivery of 
plan across 
pillars, 
plans and 
partners 
leading to 
lack of 
integration 
causing 
reduction in 
positive 
impacts

2 4 8 Engagement with 
stakeholders continues 
at highest levels to 
ensure buy-in across 
organisations

All ODPs established 
and action Leads 
identified

Attendance and 
engagement at meetings 
recorded

Meetings established 
where necessary

Development of 
Community Engagement 
Strategy

2 3 6 

Strategic Growth 
Plan

Poor communication of 
plan to residents

Lack of focus 
on residents; 
Insufficient 
engagement on 
ground; Lack of 
planning; 
Ongoing 
implications of 
Covid-19 
(Social 
distancing and 
lack of public 
meetings)

Residents 
lose 
confidence 
in plan to 
deliver, do 
not receive 
regular 
updates, 
disengage 
from 
process 
and be 
critical of 
plan 
delivery 

2 4 8 Marketing/Communicatio
ns campaign ongoing

Website launched

#makingithappen 
strategy developed and 
reviewed regularly

Progress Report 
completed and 
Statement of progress 
issued in November 19

Development of 
Community Engagement 
Strategy

1 3 3 

20/05/2021 12:25:45
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Service Area Risk Description Potential 
Causes

Potential 
Impacts

Inherent 
Likelihood

Inherent 
Impact

Total 
Inherent 

Risk Score
Current Controls Residual 

Likelihood
Residual 
Impact

Total 
Residual 

Risk Score
Strategic Growth 
Plan

Strategic Project 
Management and co-
ordination is weak across 
plan delivery

Lack of co-
ordination 
resource with 
clearly 
identified roles 
and 
responsibilities. 
Lack of 
ownership by 
SLT/Action 
Leads. 
Community 
Plan not closely 
enough linked 
with service 
plans; Lack of 
statistical 
support

Delay in 
delivery of 
key 
projects; 
Lack of 
integration 
of 
interdepend
ent projects 
negatively 
impacting 
in 
outcomes

2 5 10 Project management in 
place with regular 
oversight by CEO

Regular updates into 
Strategic Partnership, 
Outcome Delivery 
Partnerships and Senior 
Leadership Team

ODP co-ordination 
meetings

Website developed as 
online communication 
and co-ordination 
resouce

Progress Report 
completed and 
Statement of progress 
issued in November 19

1 3 3 

20/05/2021 12:25:45
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Risks by Review Date
Entity: Strategic Growth Plan (including children), Risk Assessment open, Risk version at last review, Risk is open, 
Risk review date on or after 20/05/2021, Risk last review date on or before 20/05/2021

Service Area Risk Description Potential Causes Potential Impacts
Total 

Residual 
Risk Score

Review 
Date Review Comment

20/05/2021 Items in Group: 6

Strategic Growth Plan Skills deficit and health inequalities 
are not addressed and negatively 
impact on growth ambition.  FDI 
cannot source enough level 4+

Failure of planned 
interventions to raise skills 
profile of the population; 
Evidence of widening 
health inequalities

Social and economic 
decline; Lack of FDI; 
DCSDC is unable to fully 
benefit from opportunities 
that FDI provides

12 20/05/2021 Review update from R Craig
Local Labour Market Partnership being 
established

Strategic Growth Plan Challenges for delivering inclusive 
growth.  Inability of plan to deliver 
on social inclusion, mobility and 
reduce health inequalities

Increase in real and 
absolute poverty; 
Community involvement is 
weak in delivery of plan.  
Upskilling opportunities are 
not taken. Universal Credit 
impacts; Impact of Covid-19

Residents fail to benefit 
fully from social and 
economic improvement

12 20/05/2021 Review update from R Craig
Causes re No Deal Brexit removed as 
no longer relevant

Strategic Growth Plan Lack of or inadequate central 
government funding for key catalyst 
projects such as the University 
expansion and Roads Infrastructure 
particularly A5

Central government funds 
not available; Lack of 
support; Key projects not 
agreed and prioritised;

Economic and social 
decline; Jobs growth 
figures, projects and level 
of capital investment in the 
plan not delivered.  Public 
criticism of the lack of 
delivery.  

10 20/05/2021 Reviewed, no change

Strategic Growth Plan Statutory and other key 
stakeholders do not engage in 
delivery of Community Plan

Lack of communication; 
Lack of ownership and buy-
in to the process; 
Resourcing issues

Piecemeal delivery of plan 
across pillars, plans and 
partners leading to lack of 
integration causing 
reduction in positive 
impacts

6 20/05/2021 Reviewed, no change

Strategic Growth Plan Poor communication of plan to 
residents

Lack of focus on residents; 
Insufficient engagement on 
ground; Lack of planning; 
Ongoing implications of 
Covid-19 (Social distancing 
and lack of public meetings)

Residents lose confidence 
in plan to deliver, do not 
receive regular updates, 
disengage from process 
and be critical of plan 
delivery 

3 20/05/2021 Reviewed, no change

20/05/2021 12:23:05
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Service Area Risk Description Potential Causes Potential Impacts
Total 

Residual 
Risk Score

Review 
Date Review Comment

Strategic Growth Plan Strategic Project Management and 
co-ordination is weak across plan 
delivery

Lack of co-ordination 
resource with clearly 
identified roles and 
responsibilities. Lack of 
ownership by SLT/Action 
Leads. Community Plan not 
closely enough linked with 
service plans; Lack of 
statistical support

Delay in delivery of key 
projects; Lack of integration 
of interdependent projects 
negatively impacting in 
outcomes

3 20/05/2021 Reviewed, no change

20/05/2021 12:23:05
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AGENDA ITEM 9. 

 

 

 

 

Committee:            Strategic Growth Partnership 
Date:            18th June 2021  
Agenda Item:  Update on Rural Issues Group 

 
Officer presenting:          Oonagh McGillion 
 

1 Purpose of Report/Recommendations  

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an update on the Rural 
Issues Group and for Members to note the contents of the report. 

2 Background 

2.1 Members may recall at the February meeting it was agreed that a Rural Issues 
Group would be formed as a cross cutting thematic group under the Strategic 
Inclusive Growth Partnership and under its governance arrangements it would 
report back into the Partnership on a regular basis. 

2.2 The membership of this group includes representation from the Strategic Inclusive 
Growth Partnership, Derry City and Strabane District Council, the three Rural Local 
Growth Partnerships, RAPID and other rural interest groups including the Ulster 
Farmers Union and Young Farmers Group. 

2.3 The role and function of the group is to consider strategic rural issues which require 
detailed consideration in a collaborative manner and if further action is required, to 
escalate to the relevant agency as appropriate.  



3 Key Issues 

3.1 Since February the Rural Issues Group has held three meetings and has considered 
agenda items on digital connectivity, rural youth provision, rural crime, Peace Plus 
funding opportunities and the new rural development policy framework. The table 
below outlines the presentations received to date: 

 

Department for Economy Digital Connectivity Shared Rural networks and draft 
Energy Strategy 

   Department for Education Rural Youth Provision 

District Policing & Community 
Safety Partnership 

Rural Crime 

Derry City & Strabane District 
Council 

Peace Plus Programme consultation 

Fibrus Project Stratum 

Department for Agriculture 
Environment & Rural Affairs 

Rural Development Policy Framework 

 

3.2 In addition, the Rural Issues Group has considered consultations processes on the 
Department for Communities Social Inclusion strategies including the Expert Panel 
recommendations on Anti-Poverty, Private Members’ Bill on Climate Action, and the 
Consultation on a proposal to revoke the Agricultural Wages (Regulation) (Northern 
Ireland) Order 1977 (Abolition of the Agricultural Wages Board),. 

3.3 It is proposed to host the first rural Symposium in September which will focus on 
resourcing rural capacity and building rural resilience. 

4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR, Improvement and other Implications 

4.1 There are no implications to report. 



5 Recommendations 

5.1 Members are asked to note the contents of this report. 
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Strategic Growth Partnership/Community Planning Partnership 

Proposed Schedule of Meetings 2021 
 

Date 

04       March           2021 

18  June   2021 
 

22  October  2021 
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	2 Background
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	3 Key Issues
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	4 Financial, Equality, Legal, HR, Improvement and other Implications
	4.1 None identified.
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	3.2 Alongside this and in cognisance of current public health guidance a number of digital/online survey and questionnaires have also been developed to obtain the views of wider stakeholders and citizens.  The first of these was launched via Survey Mo...
	3.3. Following feedback received a further more streamlined/user friendly survey was developed using the Council’s online citizen engagement platform ‘Citizen Space’ (www.haveyoursay.derrystrabane.com).  This second survey had a more specific focus on...
	3.4 The responses obtained from both surveys, together with the feedback from one-to-one engagements will be complied into a Consultation Report and presented at the 22 October meeting of the Partnership for member’s feedback.  Following member’s inpu...
	3.5 The Partnership can therefore expect a revised draft Strategic Growth Plan to be presented in February 2021 for approval.
	3.4 Risk Register
	As part of the ongoing Performance Management of the Strategic Growth Plan a Community Planning risk register has been developed. This outlines the key risks to the implementation of the plan and the controls to mitigate these. The updated (May ‘21) ...
	3.5 The current most significant risks relate to skills deficits and widening health inequalities; successful delivery of inclusive growth linked to poverty; and, dependency of central government funding for key strategic projects which will have the ...
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	1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an update on the Rural Issues Group and for Members to note the contents of the report.
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	2.1 Members may recall at the February meeting it was agreed that a Rural Issues Group would be formed as a cross cutting thematic group under the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership and under its governance arrangements it would report back into t...
	2.2 The membership of this group includes representation from the Strategic Inclusive Growth Partnership, Derry City and Strabane District Council, the three Rural Local Growth Partnerships, RAPID and other rural interest groups including the Ulster F...
	2.3 The role and function of the group is to consider strategic rural issues which require detailed consideration in a collaborative manner and if further action is required, to escalate to the relevant agency as appropriate.

	Draft Energy Strategy
	3 Key Issues
	3.1 Since February the Rural Issues Group has held three meetings and has considered agenda items on digital connectivity, rural youth provision, rural crime, Peace Plus funding opportunities and the new rural development policy framework. The table b...
	3.2 In addition, the Rural Issues Group has considered consultations processes on the Department for Communities Social Inclusion strategies including the Expert Panel recommendations on Anti-Poverty, Private Members’ Bill on Climate Action, and the C...
	3.3 It is proposed to host the first rural Symposium in September which will focus on resourcing rural capacity and building rural resilience.
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